Eaton expands Moeller® range with new easyE4 control
relay
Flexibility and large voltage range to benefit business and industrial applications

SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA. Power management company Eaton today announced an expansion to its Moeller® range, with the launch of the new
easyE4 control relay in Australia and New Zealand. Designed for installers who want to easily integrate control tasks for business and industrial
applications, the easyE4 is more compact than previous models, and has flexible options that can connect up to 11 modules and a maximum of 188
inputs/outputs. Mark Anning, Eaton General Manager ANZ said the powerful hardware, flexible expansion and comprehensive communication
options of the easyE4 range, makes it one of the most versatile control relay options in the market. “The easyE4 has a large voltage range (DC, AC
and UC) with mixed operation flexibility to suit a wide range of applications and markets – from plumbers in building installations, right through to
automation engineers in machine building applications.

“Backed by Eaton’s intuitive easySoft programming software, the easyE4 can handle simple

control tasks, right through to comprehensive configurations with high process efficiency. New function blocks include email notification and an
interrupt function which enables fast event recognition and rapid response times. “When used in combination with other products from the Eaton
portfolio, the easyE4 can also be integrated into IIoT system architectures via the integrated ethernet interface – a critical feature in the era of
advanced manufacturing and automation.” The easyE4 comes with optional DCF77 radio signal analysis and ethernet services which enable highly
precise data and time indication. While the integrated micro SD card facilitates data logging and customised starter programs. The software includes
four programming languages including structured text (ST) and function block diagram (FBD). With a variety of unique display and visualisation options
available for users on mobile devices, tablets or laptops. The easyE4 is available in various supply voltages: AC version for 85 V to 264 V DC
version for 24 V UC version for 12 V DC, 24 V DC or 24 V AC

Available today through leading electrical wholesalers across Australia. For more

information visit www.eatoncorp.com.au. - ENDS - Eaton is a power management company with 2018 sales of $21.6 billion. We provide
energy-efficient solutions that help our customers effectively manage electrical, hydraulic and mechanical power more efficiently, safely and
sustainably. Eaton is dedicated to improving the quality of life and the environment through the use of power management technologies and services.
Eaton has approximately 101,000 employees and sells products to customers in more than 175 countries. For more information, visit Eaton.com. ###
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